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Importa nt  n otes: 

The right of exploitation of this report lies with the contractee. Not touching this right, this report remains, 

according to valid law, intellectual property of the contractor, IIREC Dr. Medinger e.U. The contractor keeps 

the right of use, as well, for the complete report or any part of it that was not explicitly declared confidential by 

the contractee. In case of exploitation by the contractee, the report must not be passed on in an abbreviated 

version (except for the authorized summary) or a modified version. 

The scope of this report is exclusively the documentation and evaluation of effects that were assessed by objective 

physical measurement. Neither the investigation of composition, manufacturing and mode of operation of the 

product, nor disclosure of information on the product to third parties was contracted. It is up to the 

manufacturer to  care for constant product quality. 

 by IIREC 
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1 .   Subject  of testing 

IIREC International Institute for Research on Electromagnetic Compatibility was instructed 

by Lakosa Handels GmbH to investigate by objective measurements (with physical meters, 

independent of the individual sensitivity of persons) effects of cell phone stickers ««Phone 

Balancer Hologram» developed by the contractee. 

Evidently, the Phone Balancer consists of several layers of a foil, with a LAKHOVSKY 

antenna (consisting of concentric, circular, open elements with alternating opposite mouth) 

showing up on one layer. The product is designed to improve the bio-compatibility to 

phoning persons of electromagnetic fields produced when using a cellular phone. The Phone 

Balancer is applied on the rear side of a cell phone (cf. title photograph: iPhone). 

The investigation was conducted by magnetic field measurements in the DDC (static  f ield)  

and ELF (extremely low frequencies)  range for the application with ccellular  

telephone. For compliance with the criteria of IIREC test seals, test were conducted for: 

a) the effectiveness of the product as such, i.e. the ability of the product to level out 

magnetic field distortions in the ambience of a transmitting cell phone, 

b) the resistance of effectiveness of the product against adverse magnetic field conditions. 

2.  Testing of magnetic field ef fects  

The magnetic field has a peculiar biological relevance, because it permeates the human body, 

its shielding is not easily accomplished, and it has an impact on all phenomena of life. 

Particularly on ions, i.e. particles in our body carrying electric charge (e.g. sodium, potassium, 

calcium, magnesium, zinc and several others in our body cells, iron in hemoglobine etc), the 

magnetic field has an immediate impact. Signals imprinted to our cell water and body water 

are magnetic in nature. 

Therefore, testing of magnetic field effects was the first option for an investigation of coherent 

effectiveness of the Phone Balancer Hologram. 
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22.1 Method of  investigation 

Test measurements were conducted according to the ggrid measurement procedure of 

IIREC in the static and low frequency magnetic field (up to 15 Hz). The magnitude measured 

was vvertical magnetic induction in Microtesla ( T). 

The measurement array  of 0,5 m x 0,5 m comprised 11 x 11 = 121 measuring points at a distance 

of 5 cm. In the first run, measurements are conducted with transmitting cell phones without a 

Balancer stuck on them. After sticking a Balancer, measurements were repeated. The 

comparison of results indicates the effectiveness of the Balancer. 

Complete test runs were repeated after a 72 hours’ exposure of the Balancer test sample to a 

strongly inhomogeneous magnetic field. This kind of stress test is designed to find out if the 

effectiveness of the Balancer would resist even most challenging magnetic field conditions. 

Some products tested earlier lost or reverted their effect when undergone this type of 

exposure. 

2.2 Experimental procedure and assessment 

The mmeter applied for magnetic induction in the DC and ELF range (up to 15 Hz) was the 

digital precision Teslameter 05/40 by Projekt Elektronik (Berlin). As a data logger, a VC-960 

Multimeter by Voltcraft was applied. Some characteristic data of the meter are compiled in 

table 1 . 

 Teslameter 05/40 

intensity range ± 100 T 

digital resolution 0,1 T (adding data logger 0,01 T) 

deviation ± 0,5 % of measured value @ 40 T 

frequency range (3 dB) 0 Hz to 18 Hz (max.) 

sensor system fluxgate, sensitive to orientation 

Table  1 :  Characteristic technical data of the meter applied 
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The mmeasurement setting is characterized in the sections to follow. The measuring array is 

constructed as a wooden tablet with holes marking the position of measuring points. A probe 

holder is mounted on a cursor which glides on a carriage covering one row of measuring 

points. This construction guarantees a maximum of measuring precision. Below the 

measuring tablet there is a drawer to hold a cellular phone (fig. 1). When the drawer is shut, 

the cellular is found in the precise center of the measuring field. 

 

Fig. 1: Drawer with cell phone below the measuring tablet 

Measurements were conducted a. with a conventional cell phone of Nokia brand, and b. with 

an iPhone (representing the class of smart phones that are the favorite cellulars of 

contemporary users, which offer, besides phoning, several additional features e.g. 

transmission of text files, movies and music files, and computer applications (apps). A 

complete measurement run comprises a measurement of magnetic distortion by operation of a 

non-protected cellular in the center of the measuring field, and a measurement of the 

compensating effect, with a test sample of the product stuck on the cellular. During 

measurement, the cellulars were operated in transmission mode. Before and after these 

measurements with a cellular, the magnetic background was monitored (without a cell 

phone). Thus, eventual shifts in magnetic background during measurement runs were 

grasped. 
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For evaluation of measurement results, the magnetic distortion by the unprotected cellular 

against the background was assessed, and the effect of the test sample stuck on the cellular, as 

well. The assessment yields the compensating effect of the Balancer, if there is any. 

Assessment was restricted to measurement points where the background exhibited a 

reasonable stability. 

22.3 Results of  ef fects testing 

It is a solidified experience from dozens of test runs by IIREC that in the ambience of a 

transmitting cell phone (with its radio frequency carrier wave and low frequency modulation), 

there is a distortion of the DC and ELF magnetic field, a distortion being highly relevant for 

the biological system because it occurs in sensitive regions of the head (inner ear, brain, eyes, 

mouth hole etc.) when phoning with a cellular. 

Measurement and assessment of the effect of the Phone Balancer according to section 2.2 

yielded an aaverage compensation of  magnetic f ield distortion in the ambience of  

the cellular by 114 % in case of  the Nokia phone, and by 138 % in case of  the 

iPhone. 

What does this result tell us? The alterations registered in the measuring field when a cellular 
is operated consist of a. background variations of natural origin or from marginal variations in 
the technical ambience, b. from strong magnetic field alterations immediately above the 
cellular (brought about by its magnetic equipment e.g. speaker and DC magnetic field of 
accumulator DC surges), and c. distortion effects brought about in the ambience of the 
cellular by its radio transmission. The investigation reported here is focused on effects 
according to c. – Regular background measurement and statistical criteria outlined below 
render a distinction of the three constituents of effects measured. Yet, a certain ambiguity 
remains in overlapping ranges of values. Thus, if a protective device would exhibit an optimal 
efficacy, a compensation rate of more than 100 % might occur. This may also be due to a 
certain excessive effect of the sample being tested. 

Assessment details will be derived clearly from statistical data of measurement runs, providing 

the basis for the evaluation presented in section 3. 
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2.4 Results of  stress testing 

With a compensation rate of 138 %, effects testing with the cellular had a very ambitious result. 

For this reason, stress testing was conducted with this very type of smart phone. Testing 

consisted of a precise repetition of the test run conducted before: distortion measurement 

without a Balancer on the cellular + effect testing with Balancer + background monitoring 

(before, after and in between test measurements). Yet this time, the test sample of the Phone 

Balancer had undergone a 72 hours’ exposition to a stressing (strongly inhomogenous) 

magnetic field before being tested on the cellular. The stressing magnetic field challenging the 

resistance of the Balancer was produced from two room speakers with their permanent 

magnets in a rectangular array. Thus, a realistic every-day-situation was simulated which 

might cause failure of the product, deterioration or reversion of its effect. 

The assessment of results thus measured yielded, for the Balancer sample stressed before, an 

average compensation rate of  143 % of magnetic field distortions by the iPhone. This 

means, within the restrictions of measurement precision, a precise reproduction of the result 

previously found with a sample that had not been stressed in a strongly inhomogeneous 

magnetic field. In other words: TThe sample put to test under stressing conditions  

had not declined in ef f icacy. 

3 .  Opinion 

From the obvious results outlined so far it can be seen without any doubt that a Phone 

Balancer Hologram on a cellular phone would improve the magnetic condition in the 

ambience of the transmitting phone. FFor the person phoning, this indicates an  

ef fective protection from biological impact by distortions of  DC and ELF 

magnetic f ield. This would particularly imponder for frequent users and for phone talks of 

long duration. 

Some basic statistic criteria from the array of 121 measuring points each were collected in the  

following tables. 

Table 2 (p . 8) and ta ble 3  (p. 9): Statistical figures of measurement runs testing the effect of the Phone 

Balancer before and after stress test 
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Table 2: Effect of Phone Balancer (B.) upon magnetic field distortions by cell phones
Statistical characteristics of measurement runs

Measured in T Background1 Nokia iPhone
without Measured Distortion Measured Resid. dist. % average Measured Distortion Measured Resid. dist. % average

Characteristics: cell phone without B. without B. with B. with B. compensation without B. without B. with B. with B. compensation
Minimum 39,98 39,56 -0,66 39,39 -0,83 39,26 -0,88 39,23 -0,61
Mean 40,81 40,96 0,15 40,73 0,07 114,09 40,72 0,06 40,63 0,03 138,44
Maximum 41,66 47,00 6,13 46,35 5,68 42,97 2,10 42,93 2,02

p-fractiles:
5-% 40,10 39,78 -0,46 39,63 -0,59 -160,81 39,73 -0,37 39,74 -0,36 -256,25
10-% 40,22 39,92 -0,40 39,78 -0,53 -76,82 39,83 -0,29 39,83 -0,27 -128,00
15-% 40,34 40,00 -0,38 39,86 -0,40 -64,05 40,00 -0,26 39,92 -0,23 -100,00
20-% 40,38 40,05 -0,34 39,99 -0,36 -41,00 40,19 -0,20 40,11 -0,19 -36,36
25-% 40,48 40,22 -0,31 40,05 -0,34 -37,50 40,25 -0,16 40,17 -0,15 -14,36
30-% 40,57 40,33 -0,29 40,11 -0,30 -10,53 40,39 -0,12 40,26 -0,13 1,90
35-% 40,67 40,52 -0,24 40,22 -0,26 5,20 40,45 -0,10 40,34 -0,10 23,56
40-% 40,72 40,69 -0,21 40,44 -0,22 20,00 40,52 -0,06 40,50 -0,06 30,77
45-% 40,76 40,86 -0,18 40,54 -0,19 25,51 40,61 -0,04 40,63 -0,03 46,98
50-% (Median) 40,80 40,89 -0,10 40,68 -0,16 34,07 40,78 -0,01 40,67 0,00 59,17
55-% 40,84 40,96 -0,05 40,78 -0,12 40,94 40,87 0,01 40,76 0,02 83,80
60-% 40,89 41,06 0,00 40,87 -0,09 52,49 40,99 0,04 40,85 0,03 96,55
65-% 40,98 41,10 0,05 40,95 -0,05 76,01 41,04 0,06 40,95 0,04 100,00
70-% 41,05 41,19 0,10 40,98 -0,02 97,60 41,07 0,09 41,01 0,07 130,08
75-% 41,11 41,28 0,13 41,06 0,03 115,79 41,16 0,15 41,07 0,13 172,75
80-% 41,17 41,35 0,19 41,08 0,09 128,89 41,20 0,21 41,08 0,17 186,67
85-% 41,33 41,44 0,30 41,20 0,41 247,00 41,28 0,27 41,12 0,19 243,33
90-% 41,38 41,61 0,55 41,33 0,53 353,41 41,34 0,43 41,25 0,24 512,73
95-% 41,53 42,93 2,34 42,99 2,34 740,00 41,51 0,80 41,42 0,72 712,50
100-% 41,66 47,00 6,13 46,35 5,68 1800,00 42,97 2,10 42,93 2,02 2900,00

1 example from first background measurement
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Table 3: Effect of Phone Balancer (B.) upon MF distortion by a cell phone
Statistical characteristics of a measurement run after magnetic stressing of Balancer

Measured in T Background2 iPhone
without Measured Distortion Measured Resid.dist. % average

Characteristics: cell phone without B. without B. with B. with L. compensation
Minimum 39,77 39,33 -0,59 39,23 -0,61
Mean 40,66 40,57 0,08 40,60 0,06 142,8
Maximum 41,62 43,15 2,60 42,82 2,15

p-fractiles:
5-% 39,91 39,56 -0,38 39,77 -0,42 -350,0
10-% 39,98 39,66 -0,27 39,84 -0,28 -112,0
15-% 40,01 39,75 -0,23 39,90 -0,23 -63,1
20-% 40,17 39,84 -0,17 40,07 -0,19 -51,8
25-% 40,28 39,91 -0,15 40,12 -0,16 -21,2
30-% 40,33 40,31 -0,10 40,23 -0,15 -0,8
35-% 40,41 40,45 -0,05 40,28 -0,12 15,1
40-% 40,58 40,54 -0,03 40,39 -0,09 34,2
45-% 40,69 40,60 0,01 40,57 -0,06 46,8
50-% (Median) 40,74 40,67 0,03 40,65 -0,03 57,3
55-% 40,81 40,74 0,06 40,70 0,04 67,8
60-% 40,91 40,79 0,09 40,76 0,05 95,0
65-% 41,01 40,84 0,12 40,81 0,08 122,3
70-% 41,03 40,93 0,13 40,91 0,11 134,6
75-% 41,08 40,97 0,19 40,96 0,15 170,0
80-% 41,13 41,05 0,27 41,02 0,20 191,5
85-% 41,14 41,10 0,30 41,19 0,27 280,4
90-% 41,18 41,19 0,41 41,31 0,45 500,0
95-% 41,25 41,31 0,82 41,39 0,84 601,7
100-% 41,62 43,15 2,60 42,82 2,15 6000,0

2 example from first background measurement
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Table 4: Effect of Phone Balancer upon MF distortion by a cell phone
Statistical characteristics of background (B.)

Measured in T Effects test Stress test
B. before B. effect by Resid. effect by B. before B. effect by Resid. effect by 

Characteristics: cell phone cell phones phone+Balancer cell phone cell phone phone+Balancer
Minimum 39,98 -0,33 -0,07 39,77 -0,05 0,00
Mean 40,81 -0,15 -0,05 40,66 -0,18 0,06
Maximum 41,66 -0,25 0,05 41,62 -0,38 0,15

p-fractiles:
5-% 40,10 -0,13 -0,21 39,91 -0,10 0,05
10-% 40,22 -0,19 -0,17 39,98 -0,12 0,09
15-% 40,34 -0,19 -0,18 40,01 -0,09 0,10
20-% 40,38 -0,17 -0,12 40,17 -0,18 0,13
25-% 40,48 -0,23 -0,01 40,28 -0,10 0,04
30-% 40,57 -0,21 0,01 40,33 -0,01 -0,04
35-% 40,67 -0,15 -0,04 40,41 -0,01 -0,04
40-% 40,72 -0,16 0,00 40,58 -0,14 0,00
45-% 40,76 -0,12 -0,01 40,69 -0,18 -0,02
50-% (Median) 40,80 -0,11 0,01 40,74 -0,20 0,03
55-% 40,84 -0,09 -0,01 40,81 -0,24 0,12
60-% 40,89 -0,08 0,01 40,91 -0,28 0,09
65-% 40,98 -0,11 -0,01 41,01 -0,30 0,09
70-% 41,05 -0,14 0,00 41,03 -0,27 0,06
75-% 41,11 -0,11 0,00 41,08 -0,26 0,07
80-% 41,17 -0,10 0,01 41,13 -0,27 0,09
85-% 41,33 -0,16 -0,05 41,14 -0,25 0,10
90-% 41,38 -0,13 -0,09 41,18 -0,22 0,07
95-% 41,53 -0,23 -0,10 41,25 -0,23 0,14
100-% 41,66 -0,25 0,05 41,62 -0,38 0,15
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What do the statistical data offered in tables 2 to 4 tell us? First, there are the minimum, 

maximum, and arithmetic mean values of data series. For a more detailed insight into data 

structure, the next rows of data offer summation frequencies (p-fractiles). The 25% value of 

summation frequency (the so-called 0.25-fractile), e.g., is the value not exceeded by 25% of data 

of the respective data series. Vice versa: 75% of data exceed this value. The median being the 

50% value of summation frequency is of particular significance. For a symmetrical distribution 

of data, the median matches the arithmetic mean. If the median differs from the mean, the 

distribution is non-symmetrical. 

The opinion given here evaluates the qquantitative results regarding the items of a. 

metrological signif icance and b. bbiological relevance. 

3.1 Metrological signif icance of results 

3.1 .1  Signif icance criteria  

The eeffects registered by measurement, i.e. distortion effects by cellular phones (as 

imported causes of distortion), as well as effects brought about by Phone Balancer 

Holograms, are in an order of magnitude which clearly exceeds measurement uncertainty. 

Therefore, they are regarded ssignif icant. 

DC value reading from the precision Teslameter 05/40 (including ELF) exhibits variations of 

0,05 T in measured values. The precision statement for measured values, therefore, is 0,1 T. 

Distortion and compensation effects are assessed as differences of measured values (between 

“distorted“ and “undistorted“ field conditions). According to generally accepted rules, the 

uncertainty of differences is calculated as 0,14 T (i.e. 0,1 T times square root of 2). DC 

effects from 0,15 T upward are thus significant. Taking into consideration the excellent 

reproducibility of background between the two measurement runs (with “fresh“ and “stressed“ 

Balancer, the median of deviation being as low as -0,06 T and the 0.80-fractile as low as  

-0,04 T), effects of 0,1 T are regarded significant, anyhow. 

Tabl e  4 ( p.  10 ):  Statistical figures of background variations during cell phone measurements 
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The fulfilment of significance criteria by the stated effects is proven for the measurement series as 
follows:  

Magnetic distortions measured in the DC range (including ELF) in the ambience of cell phones 
applied (Nokia and iPhone, resp.) amount to 0,3 T (tables 2 and 3.) This is judged from the 0.85-
fractile. (Distortions measured immediately above the cell phone are excluded here, because they stem 
from the DC magnetic field of the cellular itself and cannot be prevented unless by a different mode of 
construction or operation of the phone, or by magnetic shielding.) From the fractile values of 
summation frequency compiled in the tables it can be seen that e.g. in the measurement series with the 
Nokia phone the lower 50% of measured distortions and the upper 30% of same are in a significant 
order of magnitude (at least 0,10 T). Of the residual effects (measured with Balancer on the 
cellular), the lower 55 % and upper 15 % amount at this significant order of magnitude. Similarly, 
significant effects are found from the iPhone data over a wide range of fractile summation frequencies. 

Before evaluation of the compensation effect (i.e. the efficiency of reduction of magnetic distortion, 
measured at one point following application of the Balancer), the values from those points were 
discarded where there was no sufficient background stability. This was assumed when the background 
shift from one measurement to the next one at a single measurement point exceeded the median of 

shifts for more than 0,2 T. 

33.1 .2 Statistical data analysis 

For a ccomprehensive evaluation of effects, it is necessary tto analyze the total  

collective of  data, including data from measuring points where effects remained below the 

threshold of significance. 

In the previous section 2.3 we pointed at three ranges of values that make up the measurement data: a. 
values indicating no significant effect of the cellular or of the Balancer (i.e. the variation from the 
reference condition measured before remains marginal), b. values indicating a very strong effect (those 
are values measured in the center of the field, immediately above the cell phone in operation), and c. 
values indicating effects that are relevant for the evaluation in this opinion, i.e. significant field 
distortions in the ambience of the cellular phone and the respective effects of the Balancer. 

Again, the discernment of the three ranges may be illustrated taking the measurements with the Nokia 
phone as an example: From table 4 it can be seen that during measurement with the unprotected 
cellular there is a background shift of -0,11 T in the median. Distortions indicated in table 2 are of the 
same order of magnitude between the 35-% and the 55-% fractiles, which means that in the intermediate 
20% of measuring points there was no more effect than the background shift. The lower 35 % and the 
upper  
45 % of measuring points, in turn, show up with marked variations due to the operation of the cellular. 
Among those, the highest 15 % of values exhibit such a strong deviation from background that an 
immediate impact of the cell phone is concluded with certainty (i.e. those values were measured 
immediately above the cellular). 

So, for effects to be evaluated here,  values between 55 % and 85 % of summation frequency are relevant. 
These indicate magnetic field distortions in the ambience of the transmitting Nokia phone, which are 
up to compensation by the Phone Balancer. II n f a ct,  in this fra ct il e ra nge of  val ues the  
res idual  dis tor t ion fo und with the Phone Ba lancer tur ns  o ut,  in a ny fr actio n,  to b e  
less  than the origina l  dis to rt io n ( witho ut  a  Bala ncer ).  T hus,  a n eff ect ive  
co mp ensa tion in this val ue ra nge is  pro ven! 
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The extent of magnetic distortions in the relevant range from 55 % to 85 % of summation frequency 

amounts in the example chosen here (Nokia phone) at 0,0 T to +0,3 T (0,094 T on the average). 

The respective residual distortions after application of the Phone Balancer Hologram are each -0,1 T 

weaker than the original distortions, the average amount of compensation being -0,102 T. So, iin the  

rel eva nt v al ue r ange,  the co mp ensa tion a mo unts,  within the l imitat io ns of  

mea surement pr ecision,  at 1 00 % (calculated 108,5 %; the deviation from 100 % being 

insignificant). Note that these results are already corrected for background shifts, thus tthe eff ect  

cal cul ated her e is  in f act a net ef fect of  the Ba lancer o n the cel l  p ho ne! 

The compensating effect calculated from this detailed analysis imponders, in the total data series, 
according to the number of measuring points (or fraction of summation frequency, resp.) and to the 
amount of single effects. Statistically, this yields as an average on the complete measuring field, the 
compensation rate of 114 % mentioned before. – From data analyses of the same kind, efficiency rates 
for the Phone Balancer on the iPhone (before and after stress test) were derived. 

This kind of data analysis illuminates the result briefly commented in section 2.3 telling that in the 
overall average, an efficiency rate of  > 100 % may result. 

Summing up, results found with Phone Balancer Hologram on cell phones of different types before 
and after exposition to a strongly inhomogeneous magnetic field indicate aa n excellent a bil ity o f  
the Ba la ncer to co mp ensa te for ma gnetic f iel d distort io ns in the a mb ience of  a  
tra ns mitt ing cel l  phone.  

3 .1 .3  Analysis of  background data 

An additional peculiar trait of the Phone Balancer Hologram is derived from the analysis of 
backgro und da ta, which were compiled in ttab le 4. Remember that during measurement series 
with the Nokia phone / iPhone and a fresh Phone Balancer, and with iPhone and a test sample of 
Balancer having undergone the stress test, as well, the magnetic background was monitored before the 
import of the cell phone in the test setting, after measurement with the operating cell phone, and after 
application of the Balancer on the cell phone, once more. For variations of the statistical characteristics 
from each of these background measurements to the next one, cf. table 4.  

From the table it can be seen that aaf ter f inis hing meas ur ements with the cel l  p ho ne in the  

f iel d (a nd extra ct io n of  the p ho ne),  a  ma gnetic var ia tio n is  r ema ining in the  

backgro und f ield  which a mo unts at a s ignif icant val ue of  0,1  T or mor e. In the table, 

values meeting this criterion are printed in bb old letters. On the opposite, wwhen the cel l  p ho ne 

being op era ted is  p ro tected by a Pho ne Bala ncer,  there ar e no s ignif ica nt  var ia tio ns  

rema ining in  the ba ck gro und; the a mo unt  of  v aria tions b eing for  mos t of  the  da ta l es s  

than the  thr es hol d of  0,1  T . Data meeting this criterion are printed in bol d Ital ics  in the table. 

In other words: The Balancer does not only compensate for magnetic distortions brought about by a 

transmitting cell phone during its operation, but, moreover, ppr ev ents a sustained a ltera tion of  

magnetic ba ck gro und tha t woul d r emain,  l ik e a phanto m in spa ce (!) ,  after  r emoval  of  

the  cel l ular  i f  not  pr otected with a Pho ne Bal ancer.  
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33.2 Biological relevance of effects 

Distortions measured in the DC range in the ambience of transmitting cellulars amounted at 

0,3 T in the relevant value range or at the measuring points relevant for the effect, resp. 

Compare this to natural variations of magnetic induction which amount, during time intervals 

from 0,5 to 2 hours, at a specified location, to approximately 0,2 T. So, ddistortions 

measured here are of the same order of magnitude as natural variations and, for this reason, 

are biologically critical!  

Humans as receivers are, from a biological point of view, particularly receptive to signals 

imitating the characteristics, or variation, of natural electromagnetic fields. This is why 

distortions registered in this study are highly relevant  to biology. Vice versa, aany  

mitigation of  those distortions (ideally by a 100% compensation) iis of  utmost  

biological relevance i f  it  reduces  the   a mount of  distortion to the normal  

amount of  natural variations. TThis  kind of  ef fect was unambiguously proven 

for the Phone Balancer; it would particularly imponder for frequent users and for phone 

talks of long duration. 

The bbackground effect found with the Balancer is of additional biological relevance: When 

a cell phone is operated at the ear (or, generally speaking, in the vicinity of the body), its 

transmitting or receiving operation causes a prolongued magnetic field distortion in its 

ambience (e.g. in the head region of the phoning person), that would remain even after 

dropping the cellular. TThe Phone Balancer, as a protective (but not shielding) device, 

prevents this kind of  sustained distortion in the biological ambience. 

Over all,  the biologically risky exposure is not only reduced in intensity, but  

also abbreviated by the Phone Balancer. 

3.3 Stress resistance of  ef fects 

The precise reproducibility (within the boundaries of measurement precision) of average 

compensation rate after the test sample of the Balancer being put to the stress test (exposition 

in a strongly inhomogeneous magnetic field) confirms the rresistance of  its ef fect to most  

adverse magnetic f ield conditions. TThus,  a ll  testing criteria  for awarding the  

test seal of  IIREC were met. 
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Authorized summary 

Test measurements conducted by IIREC  as contracted with Lakosa Handels GmbH 

regarding a physical effect of the product ««Phone Balancer Hologram» evidenced 

beyond doubt tthe ability of  the product to reduce and abbreviate magnetic f ield 

distortions of  biological re levance that would occur in the ambience of a transmitting 

or receiving cell phone, even after its operation was stopped and the phone itself removed. 

Moreover, clear evidence was found that tthe ef fect of  the Phone Balancer persists  

even after exposure to most unfavorable magnetic f ield conditions. This test 

being passed, in addition to completely positive test results found with cellular phones of 

different types and brands, confirms a rreliable ef fect of  the Balancer.  

For mmagnetic distortions in the DC and ELF range, brought about by transmitting 

cellulars in their ambience, an average ccompensation ef fect from all measuring points was 

found at 114 % with a NNokia phone. With an iiPhone, the average compensation rate turned 

out to be 138 %. AAfter stressing a  test sample of  the Balancer in a strongly 

inhomogeneous magnetic field, aan identical value (within the limits of measurement 

precision) of 143 % wwas found. IIn the re levant  range of  distortions, i.e. resulting from 

an assessment of distortions from 00 to 0,3 T occuring in the ambience of  a  cel l  

phone in transmission mode, a ccompensation rate was found which, within the limits 

of measurement precision, mmatches the ideal value of  100 %. 

Evidence was given for the pparticular feature that tthe Balancer would protect the  

phoning person, even after dropping the  cellular, from magnetic distortions  

that would otherwise remain in space (which might be within the human body). 

So, by oobjective physical measurement with mmagnetic induction meters, the test has 

proven the aapplication of  the Phone Balancer Hologram to result in an 

improvement of bio-compatibility by mitigation of  magnetic f ield distortions  

in the ambience of  transmitting and receiving cellular phones. 
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Effects measured are at an order of magnitude that is significant according to rules of 

metrology and relevant to biology. Special care was taken to evaluate the active net effect of 

the Phone Balancer Hologram independent of background variations. 

Based on the evidence given for the effectiveness of the Phone Balancer and the persistence of 

its effect after exposure to most adverse magnetic field conditions, the manufacturer is entitled 

(if meeting the conditions specified below) to declare the product «Phone Balancer 

Hologram» as »tested by IIREC« and to apply the following test seal with the product: 

 

 

Conditions: 

(1)  The validity of the test seal must be prolongued in due time before expiring.  

(2) Any variation of production, specification or effect of the product must be 

communicated to IIREC. 

(3) The test seal is no longer applicable, should a later testing by IIREC find the product 

no more complying with the features or conditions stated here. 
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Important notes: 

(1) The test seal may be attached to the product, to product documents and to product 

package, in any location where the manufacturer decides to place a seal.  

(2) In due time before expiration of validity of the test seal, IIREC will offer to the 

manufacturer periodical test repetitions and, in case of positive results, confirm the further 

validity of the test seal. 

(3) If desired, IIREC may elaborate proposals for extended testing to prove biological 

effects of the product and for product certification. 

(4) To keep up the product quality found in the tests falls within the liability of the 

manufacturer. 

The expert signing this report confirms that measurements were conducted under his 

supervision and that results are correct within the boundaries of measurement and assessment 

precision. 

Krems, 06-18, 2013 

 

 

Mag. Dr. Walter Hannes Medinger 

Generally Sworn and Certified Expert at Court 
Scientific Head of IIREC 
International Institute for Research on EE lectroM agnetic 
Compatibility – EMC  on biophysical foundation 

 

Enclosures (pp. 18 to 21): 22 diagrams (mappings or measurement results) 
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DDiag r.  1 :  Ba ckgr oun d »B« w ith out a  cel lular 
Vertical magnetic induction (ELF+DC) in Microtesla 
( T) cf. color scale and contour lines; on axes: 
distances in Meter (m)

Diag r.  2 :  Field with Nokia cel l  phon e 
Values > 41.5 T in the center above the cellular (black 
rectangle) were omitted, in order to elaborate details in 
the ambience of the phone.

Diag r.  3 :  E ffect  by  Nokia ph on e 
The strongest alterations of the background field (blue 
= rise, yellow = decline of values) are brought about by 
the transmitting cellular on the LHS of the field.

Diag r.  4:  Fi eld wit h i Ph one 
Again, values > 41.5 T were omitted in favor of details 
in the ambience of the cellular.

Diag r.  5 :  E ffect  by  iPhone 
The iPhone differs from the Nokia phone in magnetic 
constitution. This is why distortions in the ambient 
magnetic field exhibit a different distribution. 

Diag r.  6: »B«  aft er cel lular operati on 
After removal of the cell phones (!), there is a sustained 
field distortion. The black rectangle denotes the 
previous position of the cellulars in the measuring field 
(Nokia first, then iPhone).



DDiag r.  7: Fi eld with Nokia ph on e +  st i cker 
There is a distinct variation against the field of the 
operating cellular without a Lakosa sticker (cf. 
diagr. 2).

Diag r.  8 : E ffect  by Nokia ph on e + st i cker 
Effects in the ambience of the cellular with the sticker 
indicate that background distortions are levelled out. 

  

Diag r.  9: Field with i Ph on e + st i cker 
The field is obviously calmer than in the case of the 
iPhone without a sticker.  

Diag r.  10: Effect  by i Ph on e + st icker 
Effects around the smart phone with sticker are 
complementary to those in diagr. 5.  

Diag r.  1 1:  » B« e f fect  a fter ph one  operati on 
The most pronounced distortions (blue = rise, yellow 
= decline of values) following operation of cell phones 
without a sticker occur in the ambience of the former 
position of cellulars.

Diag r.  12: » B« e f fect  by st i cker  on  phones 
»B«  variations remaining after operation of cell phones 
with sticker rule out the effects by unprotected cellulars, 
(cf. diagr. 11, red lines between corresponding 
measuring points on left-hand and right-hand sides).



    

DDiag r.  13 :  »B«  before str ess  test i ng 
Again, the background without a cellular was 
measured before test measurements proper (cf. 
diagr. 1).  

Diag r.  14: Fi eld with iPhon e 
The measurement with iPhone (results mapped in 
diagr. 4) was repeated here.  

  

Diag r.  15 :  Effect  by i Ph on e 
This mapping answering to diagr. 5 exhibits – mostly 
in the upper and LHS portion – a similar structure of 
effects, with differences due to background variation. 

Diag r.  16:  »B« a fter i Ph one operati on 
The original magnetic background as mapped in diagr. 
13 responds to the condition with iPhone operation (cf. 
diagr. 14), still after removal of the smart phone!  

  

Diag r.  17 : Field  with i Ph on e + st ic ker (aft er  
magn etic str ess  treatm ent) 
Situation answering to diagr. 9, but with a sticker 
having undergone 72 hours of exposure to a strongly 
inhomogeneous magnetic field.

Diag r.  18:  Effect  by i Phon e + st icker (aft er  
magn etic str ess  treatm ent) 
Compared to diagr. 15 there is an obvious, distinct 
“levelling“ or compensation effect. 



    

DDiag r.  19:  »B« ef fect  a fter i Ph on e operati on 
Again, in the second measurement run, distortions 
(blue = rise, yellow = decline of values) following 
operation of iPhone without a sticker occur in the 
ambience of the former position of cellulars.

Diag r.  20: » B« e f fect  a fter i Ph on e operati on 
Once more, after operation of iPhone with sticker 
(having undergone magnetic stress treatment), the same 
compensation effect is found as in the first measurement 
run (cf. diagr. 20 : diagr. 19, same as diagr. 12 : diagr. 11).

  

Diag r.  2 1:  » B«  a fter 1st m easu rement run 
Following operation of cell phones with stickers, the 
background field is found about the same as before in 
diagr. 1 (taking into consideration a natural variation of 
0.2 T).   

Diag r.  22: » B«  a fter 2nd m easu rement run 
Following operation of an iPhone with a sticker 
previously put to magnetic stress treatment, the 
background field is found about the same as before in 
diagr. 13 (taking into consideration a natural variation of 
0.1 T).  


